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SUBSCRIPTION FACILITIES FOR ELECTRONIC JOURNALS (Preliminary report;
final version).

Attachments: EDI functional specifications
                        Specifications for special reminding functionality for depository libraries

          Technical specifications for special reminding functionality for depository libraries
                        DDB/Hebis document concerning electronic publications

Scope

The number of subscriptions libraries have for electronic journals is increasing rapidly and
libraries start to complain about the lack of possibilities to check the availability of new
issues. Local check-in modules cannot control this, because new issues are not physically
delivered to the subscribing libraries, so the standard subscription functions, available in the
ACQ module of the LBS system do not apply anymore: no forecasting of new issues, no
check-in registration and no reminder facilities. This offers the possibility to develop a new
service that (for the time being) will be labelled as Electronic Serials Control.

An investigation project has been set up to research the adaptations in the Pica-
systems, necessary for the introduction of this new service. In this report the adaptations
necessary in the LBS 4 ACQ module have been listed.

This list is based on the proposition for a new screen in ACQ, made by DDB/HEBIS
and interviews with experts from the Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Library UvA, Library TU
Twente and Swets Blackwell.

 It must be said beforehand that the new Electronic Serials Control can be used mainly
for control of passwords, URL’s, licence contracts and authorisations and not for deliveries of
individual issues. Libraries hardly see a need or possibility to control this within ACQ. The
only solution is the development of a simple control programme if URL’s are still open. The
DDB/HEBIS document proposes a URL-checker for this.

Only libraries with a depository function will make use of the special reminding
functionality for depository libraries, already present in ACQ, to send periodical reminders to
all their suppliers.

Different demands put by libraries to the Electronic Serials Control

Most libraries buy licences for electronic journals that give entrance to a publisher’s or
provider’s database. In other words, they do not usually load the journal into their own
database. Only national libraries with a depository function will  have to load an electronic
journal in their own database, as indeed any other type of electronic publication.

The proposition that Pica ITC-development received from DDB/HEBIS contains
functional solutions for both types of acquisition of electronic journals. In the DDB/HEBIS
document they are presented separately and not fully integrated. In this document,  I have
tried to integrate them and to describe the functional adaptations in LBS4 necessary for the
administration of both bought and licensed journals, and electronic publications in general.

Form of electronic journals

The most  important change for libraries that acquire electronic journals is that the publishing
format (volumes + separate issues) that we know from printed journals will probably only be
maintained with electronic journals for which a printed version also exists. The volume +
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separate issue finds its cause in the possibilities of the printing business but can in fact be
dispensed with when a journal is launched that consists only in an electronic version.

At this moment many electronic journals still hold on to a volume and issue number
and a publication date. It is very likely that in the near future this convention will be
dispensed with by many journals/publishers,  so that an electronic journal will become a
database in which individual articles are stored at unpredictable moments. It is also possible
that the publisher or database provider of electronic journals will choose middle ground
between the traditional journal form and the new “articles in database” form. In this case he
will still store and make available separate articles at unpredictable moments, but he will also
try to restore the form of a printed journal in retrospect. After a while a  number of articles
will be stored together under a volume and/or issue number.

Workload involved with administration of electronic journals

The administration of electronic journals entails much more work than that of printed
journals. As has been said, the arrival of new articles, issues and volumes becomes
unpredictable. Also electronic serials may no longer be accessible. For this reason random
checks and checks in reaction to user questions will become far more necessary than they
were in the past. The URL-check proposed in the DDB/HEBIS document will prove helpful
here. Even so, it remains to be discussed whether automatic reminding is of any use with
electronic journals without a predictable issue and/or publication date. Automatic reminding
seems to be useful particularly for national libraries with a depository function. As has been
mentioned under Scope,  they can use the automatic reminding functionality for depository
libraries, already present in LBS to remind publishers of electronic journals and other
electronic publications in their database when the library has received no new
issues/publications during a certain period of time.

They must be able to send printed reminding slips, because many suppliers can not be
reminded through e-mail or EDI. Specifications for these printed reminding slips have already
been discussed between KB and Pica ITC development. They are added to this report as a
attachment.

With electronic journals, administration will have to involve both the journal itself,
and where applicable, the database provider. Contracts will have to be entered into with
different firms. These contracts will run out at different dates, and different licence numbers,
administration numbers, contact addresses and contact persons will have to be registered. This
information changes very frequently, contacts in particular will probably change several times
per year. The contracts will have to be stored in such a way that they can be easily accessed
by acquisition staff. 

Electronic journals databases

As has been said above, many libraries rely on database providers for the greater part of their
electronic journals subscriptions. Database providers may only provide electronic copies of
printed journals (e.g. Swets Blackwell), or store individual articles (e.g. some of the Elsevier
databases).

The relationship between library, database provider and publisher is rather
complicated. The library has to enter into contracts with both, and even when a library
chooses to subscribe to a journal that is available in a database, he has to take up the
subscription with the publisher. It is sometimes the publisher, and sometimes the database
provider who supplies administration and entrance passwords, and e-mail addresses of
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contacts. Contact information for the library is sometimes sent to the publisher by the
database provider and sometimes by the library itself.  On the other hand, it is the database
provider who has to open the journal for the library, and consequently, when something goes
wrong (when the journal cannot be accessed by the library or when the entrance password
does not work), the library reclaims first with the database provider, and the database provider
reclaims with the publisher. Signalling that a journal is not opened is the task of the library
exclusively. The database provider sometimes informs libraries of the fact that a new issue
has or has not been published at the expected date. The publishers themselves usually do not
do this.

Large database providers offer standard packages to libraries and try to standardise
contracts and procedures as much as possible, and often refuse to enter into contracts with
publishers who do not conform to their standards. In these cases, a library has to enter into a
contract directly with the publisher, and reclaims directly to him. In some cases a journal that
will not conform to the database provider’s standards is still made accessible in the database.
This is particularly the case with journals that are published by (scientific) societies. They
often refuse to conform to the database provider’s wishes.

Since the relationship between library, publisher and database provider is the
complicated one that I have just described, it follows that invoicing is also far more
complicated than it has been in the past. The yearly invoice that was sent by e.g. Swets
Blackwell to its customers is replaced by large numbers of individual invoices.
The ordering information exchanged between library and database provider is very limited.
The library only sends the journal title and sometimes the publisher’s name to the database
provider, together with the library’s reference code and budget code. To this information the
provider usually only adds the ISSN. This information is sufficient for administrative
purposes, and perhaps also for the cataloguing of electronic journals. This can take place quite
easily when title information sent by a journals database provider or bibliographic database is
read into CBS, and  “copy records” (exemplaarblokken, Exemplarsätze) for LBS libraries is
added.

Because many libraries receive most of their journal subscriptions in bulk from a
database provider, in Win IBW the possibility must be implemented to enter and remove titles
and “copy records”  in batches.

Registration of electronic publications

We must ask ourselves if the existing Acquisition module can be used for more than
registration of the actual journal and/or database subscription and the registration of invoices.
In the invoice- and budget administration electronic publications must be clearly discernable
from other publications. This will allow libraries to produce statistical data (e.g. number of
electronic publications per budget).  Two new Order Types must be added. V: electronic
publication and W: electronic subscription. There is no room to add a new Order Stage. For
this reason the two new Order Types must be combined with existing Order Stages, especially
R (paid) and Y(made payable).

As has been indicated above possibilities for control of the arrival of new issues are
very limited.   For control and reminding purposes electronic journals, publishers of electronic
journals and database providers should also be clearly identifiable in ACQ (e.g. by means of
an added code, or set selection). It should be possible to view and print lists of these data.

We propose to add a new screen to ACQ, where subscription, licence and invoice data
can be stored and that is linked to the actual contracts with publishers, database providers and
software providers. These contracts etc. can be stored in Word or pfd format. Paper contracts
and invoices can be scanned. The database storing these actual contracts and invoices does not
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need to be a part of ACQ. For the action of adding and modifying information on the new
screen an authorisation will be needed because of the highly sensitive information (passwords
etc.) that is added or modified. This screen can also be used for bought electronic publications
(e.g. cd-roms).

The DDB/HEBIS document contains a concrete design for an Electronic Resources
Screen. This will be used with a few additions.

The DDB/HEBIS proposal for an Electronic Resources Screen.

The new Electronic Resources Screen will be available after the Order screen(s) and before
the Subscriptions screen(s), because the Subscription screen(s) will in most cases not be
needed for subscriptions that are only licensed and not physically present in the library
database.

DDB/HEBIS specifies that the new screen must be accessible only with authorisation,
but, as has been indicated above, Pica prefers to subject the action of adding and modifying
information to this screen to authorisation, since in LBS ACQ, authorisation is always tied to
actions, not to screens.

URL and Subscription number fields must be searchable, the URL with complete
and truncated search terms.

When the CBS title description already contains an URL, it must be entered
automatically in the URL field of the Order screens.

Since URL’s can be connected to the publisher, database provider, subscription or
issue, URL fields should be present  not only in the new Electronic Resources Screen, but also
in the Order, Subscription, Delivery, Check-In, Issue Check-In screens.

The Supplier’s screens must also contain fields for URL’s.
URL’s in the Contract tab of the new Electronic Resources Screen must not be copied

automatically to other screens, since in many cases these screens will have to contain other
URL’s. The possibility of installing an URL checker in ACQ should be investigated. This
should check not only the URL but also if it still can be accessed.

The DDB/Hebis proposal contains a drawing of the new Electronic Resources Screen.
According to this drawing the necessary extra information for electronic publications (both
licensed and bought) is divided over four tabs:
Use (Nutzung),  Contract (Vertrag), Access (Zugriff),  General Information (Infos).

Tab 1:
Listing of the kind of use that may be made of the bought or licensed publication.
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Tab 2:
Data about the licence contract. The contract URL is linked; when it is clicked a new browser

window opens. “Valid from” and “valid to” (gueltig vom-gueltig bis) are date fields. The field Remarks
(Bemerkungen) should be divided into two fields. (One for remarks about the existing contract, and a
second one for listings of items that the library would like to have changed in a new contract).

Tab 3:
Optional data concerning access. The field “Subscription number” must be searchable. Title and
publisher’s URL must be linked (the publisher’s URL to the main publisher’s website). URL’s in the
CBS title must be copied automatically to the title-URL in ACQ. When the URL’s are clicked a new
browser window opens.
We suggest to add the database provider’s URL and IP range to this tab (also clickable).
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Tab 4:
This tab contains the fields Technical Information and General Information.
Technical information can perhaps be used for information about the required software.

The DDB/Hebis proposal suggests that the contract URL should give access to only one
contract, but Pica suggests to make more than one contract accessible through the contract
URL, because, as we have made clear, often an electronic subscription entails more than one
contract.

We propose two solutions.
1.The Contract URL can be linked to an individual contract (subscription, publisher,

database, authorisation information), to a contracts folder, or a contracts database (depending
on the nature and number of contracts attached to this particular subscription and the library’s
needs). The field Remarks can then be used to list the  contracts connected with this particular
subscription (publication), and for remarks connected with these contracts.
In this case, the fields Valid from and Valid to have no place in this tab. This information
may be entered in the Remarks field.

2.The information now contained in the one Electronic Resources Screen is split into
two screens.
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Use (Nutzung), Infos (General Information) and Access (Zugriff) can be opened from
the Order screens only and contain all information about the individual subscription.

Contract (Vertrag) can be opened at the level of the individual subscription, but also at
the level of the Supplier (publisher/database provider), or at the level of registration of
databases or parts of databases. This means that the Contract screen will be preceded by a
screen where all contracts attached to a subscription, supplier, database or part of database are
listed with their Valid from and Valid to dates. Clicking on the individual contracts listed
will open the Contract screen, containing the same information as the Contract tab in the
DDB/HEBIS proposal. This screen will provide a link to the actual contract.

The tab Access has to contain not only the Title URL and Publisher’s URL, but also
the Database URL. Although this tab already contains URLs at several levels it does as yet
not contain fields for user_ID and User-password, administration-ID and administration-
password at other levels than subscription ( publisher, database). It remains to be discussed if
this is necessary. When a library subscribes to a database that is not divided into individual
journals, the tab access will contain ID’ s and passwords for the whole database. When a
library subscribes to a database that contains a series of electronic journals access will be
provided at the level of the individual journals.

Functional specifications proposed by DDB

The functional specifications proposed by DDB concern the presentation of new titles by
suppliers and actual acquisition of periodical literature.

For this an interface should be created between the DDB application and ACQ.
The DDB proposal mentions three possibilities for this:
1.  Input: opening URL of ACQ template from DDB-application.

 Output: opening URL of DDB-application template  from ACQ.
2. Manipulation directly in Sybase-database per SQL-Statement.
3. Definition of a protocol.

Pica-ITC would like to propose  that acquisition of electronic publications will take place
in the form of an EDI-process. LBS4 v2 will contain adaptations needed for EDI. (See
attached functional specifications for EDI).  EDI-quotes will not be implemented in LBS4 v2,
so that presentations of new periodical titles will not be received through EDI. This problem
can be solved by buying quotes in a bibliographic database.

Instead of building a new screen for processing electronic publications (both acquiring
and cataloguing) as is proposed in the DDB/HEBIS document,  we suggest that the Order
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Add screen will be used to order electronic publications. Perhaps the easiest way of browsing
through new quotes is in printed list form. This list can be printed by the application at set
times. Bibliographic quotes can be read into CBS and indexed there. New indexes, for
electronic publications and electronic subscriptions must be made. By adding a “copy
record” they can also be read in from there into LBS ACQ. For cataloguing purposes
Win/IBW must be used. The new button, proposed in the DDB/HEBIS document that will
serve to copy bibliographic quotes to LBS will not be necessary.

For the check-in of separate issues, ordered through EDI, probably no added functionality
is needed. Check-in can take place making use of ordinary check-in functionality.

Possibilities for entering the data of EDI-suppliers have already been provided for in
LBS4 v2. The data themselves are entered in conventional fashion. It is as yet not possible to
copy them from order/delivery data or to receive them as an HTML-form. This possibility
should be discussed.

Conclusion

Full implementation of EDI, reading bibliographic quotes (including the title URL) intoLBS
copy record, + making use of the cataloguing possibilities of WInIBW  will probably be
enough to realise the functionality proposed by DDB.

To this new functionality must be added the new Contract Screen proposed by
DDB/Hebis, the addition of URL-fields to the Order, Serials, Invoices and Publisher’s
Screens,  the possibility to identify electronic publications, by adding two new Order Types
and the possibility to identify publishers of electronic publications/journals.
It should also be possible to remove the copy records of electronic publications in batches,
making use of the cataloguing possibilities present in Win IBW.
In CBS electronic publications should also be clearly identifiable by adding indexes for
electronic publications and electronic subscriptions.


